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Abstract 

This paper discuss routing algorithm of Mobile Adhoc 

Network (MANET )which is based on broadcast nature of 

opportunistic network and Trust for reliable communication. 

In MANET nodes are communicate through  wireless links. 

MANET topology will change dynamically. So one routing 

protocol is necessary for nodes to decide route for 

communication the information from source to destination. In 

that protocol nodes are interact with eachother .Interaction of 

nodes must be based on trust. 

Keyword: Opportunistic routing, Ad-hoc network.Trust 

management, Mobile Adhoc Network(MANET). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

There are severe resource constraints (e.g., computing power, 

energy, bandwidth, time), and dynamics (e.g., topology 

changes, mobility, node failure, propagation channel 

conditions) in Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET)  

  Therefore trust is essential which affects the performance of 

MANET. This paper  proposed a routing algorithm which is 

based on trust management in MANETs. 

Trust is very essential in communication and network. Trust 

provide secure environment and reliability .Trust is defined as 

a relation between the entities which are participated in 

routing .trust is based on evidences of prior interaction if 

interaction have been  faithful trust will be accumulated.  

Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANETs) is a Collection of  

mobile nodes connected with wireless links. MANET has no 

fixed topology as the nodes are moving constantly form one 

place to another place. All the nodes must co-operate with 

each other in order to route the packets. Cooperating nodes 

must trust each other. In defining and managing trust in a 

military MANET, we must consider the interactions between 

the composite cognitive, social, information and 

communication networks, and take into account the severe 

resource constraints (e.g., computing power, energy, 

bandwidth, time), and dynamics (e.g., topology changes, 

mobility, node failure, propagation channel conditions).  

Therefore trust is important word which affects the 

performance of MANET. There are several protocols 

proposed based on the trust. This paper is a survey of trust 

based protocols and it proposes some new techniques on trust 

management in MANETs.  

 

PREVIOUS WORK 

I. Introduction of Trust: 

Trust is important to mobile Adhoc network protocol 

designers where establishing trust relationships among entities 

nodes is critical to enabling collaborative optimization of 

system metrics. According to Eschenauer et al. [8], trust is 

defined as “a set of relations among entities that participate in 

a protocol. These relations are based on the evidence 

generated by the previous interactions of entities within a 

protocol. In general, if the interactions have been faithful to 

the protocol, then trust will accumulate between these 

entities.” According to [7], Trust has also been defined as the 

degree of belief about the behavior of other entities (or 

agents).    

 

II. This part of paper surveys existing trust management 

schemes developed for MANET environments. Trust 

Management  is interchangeably used with reputation 

management [11]. However, there are important differences 

between trust and reputation. Trust is active while reputation 

is passive [11]. That is, trust is a node’s belief in the trust 

qualities of a peer, thus being extended from a node to its 

peer. Reputation is the perception that peers form about a 

node. Also, recommendation is frequently used as a way to 

measure trust or reputation. Recommendation is simply an 

attempt at communicating a party’s reputation from one 

community context to another [12].   
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PROPOSED WORK 

In proposed work opportunistic routing based on capacity 

calculation and battery calculation and Trust calculation at 

each node, here forwarder list selection based on energy rank 

and trust. Nodes which has more energy rank and high trust 

has higher priority than other node and higher priority node 

send the data and other nodes listen that transmission.  

Recourse based protocol operates on timer. When timer out its 

start sending data and second timer indicate how much time 

data can be hold, so by using theses timers nodes can 

coordinate in an efficient manner. 

It is acknowledge based system. Acknowledge send from the 

receiver that data has been successfully received .After that 

next set of data can be transferred. 

By using timer, capacity calculation and trust calculation and 

acknowledgement network can efficiently recover data. And 

packet loss ratio and throughput will increase because high 

capacity node will is in use to transmit data. 

 

Neighborhood Discovery 

In a MANET packet transmission HELLO message has been 

sent, Hello message gives initial establishment of network 

connection. 

In this research advanced controlled HELLO messaging is 

used, which is a modified version of traditional MANET 

HELLO message protocol to contain node’s resources 

capacity.   

 

Capacity Calculation:   

BATTERY_RANK = Abs 

((REMAINING_BATERRY_PERCENTAGE/ 

MEMORY_CONSUMPTION_PERCENTAGE) * 

TOLERANCE_FACTOR) 

PROCESSING_POWER = Abs((AVAILABLE_STORAGE 

+ VIRTUAL_MEMORY)/ 

MEMORY_CONSUMPTION_PERCENTAGE) * 

TOLERANCE_FACTOR) 

 

Traditional Opportunistic broadcast routing is used. 

Following are the routine steps every forwarder will 

follow:  

Route Candidate Selection: Source use the route table to 
identify the candidate for packets to be sent. Candidate 
selection will be based on NODE_CAPACITY. Selected 
candidates will be embedded in Packet’s header as proposed 
forwarder list. Nodes in the list are ordered according to the 
FORWARDING_CAPACITY. 

1. N1 has trust table and node capacity table for 

neighbors 

2. Trust Value Calculation 

3. Forwarder candidate selection changes: 

a. After calculating NODE_CAPACITY, 

algorithm apply trust level to calculate 

forwarder candidate priority 

 

To compare FC of two nodes: 

a. (FC)Final Capacity function: 

f(NC,T) = NC +T/2, where T = Trust value, NC = Node 
Capacity 

b.  Comparison between two node’s FC to 

identify forwarder list: 

f(NC1, T1,NC2,T2) =   

{0       if f(NC1,T1) > f(NC2,T2) 

{1       if f(NC1,T1) < f(NC2,T2) 

 {0       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 > NC2 

and T1 > T_ T  

{0       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 > 

NC2 and T1 < T_ T and T1> T2  

{1       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 < 

NC2 and T2 > T_ T  

{1       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 < 

NC2 and T2 < T_ T and T2 > T1  

{0       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 = 

NC2 and T1 > T2 

{1       if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 = 

NC2 and T2 > T1  

{-1    if f(NC1,T1) = f(NC2,T2) and NC1 = NC2 

and T2 = T1  

Where NC1 and NC2 are NODE CAPACITY of 

Node 1 and Node 2, T1 and T2 are Trust Level of Node 1 and 

Node 2, T_T is TRUST_THERSHOLD value. Function 

returns 0 means first Node (i.e. Node 0) has higher capacity 

then second Node (Node 1), 1 means second Node (i.e. Node 

1) has higher capacity then first Node (Node 0), -1 means 

unable to calculate. In case of -1, algorithm decide the 

forwarder list based on node-detection timing, oldest has 

higher preference   

As explained, trust value will increased as and when node N 

received DELIVERY_ACK from its neighbor.  In first 

topology, here are the steps for node N1 trust table 

calculation: 
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Initially trust value is 0 for all neighbors  

Node Trust Value Time 

N2 0 NIL 

N3 0 NIL 

 

1. DELIVERY_ACK received by N2. Following is the new 

value of TRUST_TABLE in N1: 

 

Node Trust Value Time 

N2 1 T1 

N3 0 NIL 

 

1. DELIVERY_ACK received by N2 again. Following is the 

new value of TRUST_TABLE in N1: 

Node Trust Value Time 

N2 2 T2 

N3 0 NIL 

 

1. DELIVERY_ACK received by N3. Following is the new 

value of TRUST_TABLE in N1: 

Node Trust Value Time 

N2 2 T2 

N3 1 T3 

 

RAOR TRUST MANAGEMENT  

1) Each node maintains Trust-Table 

2) Following steps each node will follow on HELLO 

received: 

a. Check is there entry for node in Trust-Table, if not 

initialize entry for node as Trust Level 0.5 (0.5 is lowest 

Trust Rank) 

b. On DESTINATION_REACHED_ACK receive, node 

Trust Level will get updated i.e. increased by 0.1 

c.  On each DESTINATION_REACHED_ACK received, 

node trust level will be get increased by 0.1 until it reached 

max level i.e. 1. 

d. Any node, which has no trust, updated since last 1 second, 

and which belongs to removal candidate list, will 

discarded from Trust – Table if limit already reached. Here 

is the steps to execute above logic: 

i. Removal Candidate Timer executes every 1 seconds to 

check the LIMIT_REACHED condition, it will be based 

on No of Entry in Trust-Table. Max Limit is 10. If limit 

exceed, first step will be to prepare 

REMOVAL_CANDIDATE_LIST. 

REMOVAL_CANDIDATE_LIST will be the combination 

of TIME_DIFF_TILL_LAST_UPDATE and 

CURRENT_TRUST_LEVEL.  For each node in Trust-

Table, calculate RETAIN_RANK = 

(TIME_DIFF_TILL_LAST_UPDATE * 

CURRENT_TRUST_LEVEL). Sort the list in ascending 

order, and remove the required number of node from start. 

2. During FORWARDER_LIST calculation, consider 

TRUST_LEVEL_RANK to identify the FORWARDER 

candidates. It should be Average of (BATERRY_RANK, 

PROCESSING_POWER, CURRENT_TRUST_LEVEL * 

TOLERANCE_FACTOR) 

 

RESULT 

In the paper evaluated performance of proposed work again 

ExOR and MORE. Simulation is based on different number of 

nodes in network and energy level and trust. It observed that 

performance is improve as compare to ExOR and MORE both 

in all metrics.  

 

Figure 5: Packet drop ratio comparison among ExOR, MORE 

and RAOR 

 

In normal scenario, average improvement  of packet drop ratio 

of RAOR is 2.7% against ExOR and 3.98% against MORE. 

 

Figure 6: Packet drop ratio comparison in dense network 

among ExOR, MORE and RAOR 
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In dense network, average packet drop ratio  improvement of 

RAOR is 0.7% against ExOR and 1.9% against MORE. 

 

Figure 7: Packet drop ratio comparison in dense with heavily 

moving nodes 

 

In dense network with frequently moving nodes, average 

packet drop ratio  improvement of RAOR is 1.5% against 

ExOR and 2.9% against MORE. 

 

Figure 8: Packet drop ratio comparison in varying energy 

level of nodes 

In varying energy level of nodes, average packet drop ratio 

improvement of RAOR is 1.9% against ExOR and 3.9% 

against MORE. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes new algorithm which is based on trust to 

improve reliable communication. 

This paper discuss Trust management scheme in survey 

section. Which is based on broadcast nature of opportunistic 

network and also introduces resource aware routing algorithm 

which have less packet loss and high packet delivery ratio. 
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